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Your Invitation to the 2013 Open House
Please join us

at our Fall Open House, November 2nd from 11 AM to 5 PM at
the winery. It’s the official release of 2010 Bel Canto, Camerata,
Ciel du Cheval and Tapteil. It’s the 10th anniversary of producing Bel Canto so look for older vintages
to be poured throughout the day.

What is Washington Wine? Root, Soil and Sun
In our travels around the country and even right here
at home we are constantly asked a fundamental question: What is Washington wine? Where is our place
in the wine world? How do we define ourselves? Our
state has more than 47,000 acres under vine in an
amazingly diverse range of soils and climates. Clearly
there are only so many common characteristics in such
a panoply of terroir. Any definition is further complicated by the filter of winemaking style – graceful or
super ripe, to oak or not to oak, and on. So let us winnow a few factors to clear the picture. We will focus
on Red Mountain because it exemplifies the greatest terroir in Washington. Assume winemaking that
lets the vineyard shine through rather than impose a
homogeneous house style.
And what shines through? Wine of glorious balance,
clarity, grace and energy. A refreshing, focused acidity
that provides great lift to the palate. Tannins that are
present, serious, supple and refined. Washington wine
is of medium weight that is never heavy or thick. Fruit
flavors abound and tend towards the red and blue
spectrum more than prunes and raisins. There can be
a savory component to complement the fruit but it is
never overtly green or herbaceous. Whether a wine is
from a single site or a blend from multiple places there
is a distinctive balance that can only be Washington.
What imparts this wonderful character to Washington wine? Root, soil and sun. Washington is one of
the very few regions in the world where the vines are
planted on their own roots. The root louse phylloxera
spread from the United States to European vineyards
in the middle 1800s as European vintners experiment-

WASHINGTON WINE (CONT.)
ed with native American grape varieties.
Phylloxera devastated winegrowing regions
until it was discovered that American vines
had developed a natural resistance to it.
Grafting Vitus Vinifera (the noble grape
varieties) onto American roots allowed replanting and regeneration of European vineyards. California is afflicted with the pest as
is Australia and Europe. Somewhat unbelievably, Washington isn’t, as our climate is
too cold in the winter and soils too sandy to
permit the louse to spread.
Our Cabernet Sauvignon is Cabernet from
the deepest taproot to the end of each delicious grape cluster. There is no intervening
rootstock to alter nutrient or water uptake
or impart different chemistry to the vine.
Scientific studies have been inconclusive
due somewhat to the complexity of the
experiment, but a strong argument can be
made that the transparency of our wine is
due to the purity of our vines.
Our soils also pay a strong role in our wine.
The great Missoula floods laid down a
veneer of incredibly diverse soils overtop
of the basalt bedrock further adding to the
complexity of the wine grown on them. See
our online November 2006 newsletter for
a more in depth discussion of the soils and
story of planting the Cara Mia Vineyard.
Red Mountain tends towards high pH soils,
prohibiting the easy uptake of nutrients by
the vine. This and the scarce rainfall allow
the adept vigneron to precisely control the
size of the vine canopy and, to some degree,
berry size through precision irrigation
which is unavailable anywhere in Europe.
The third key to Washington wine is our
relation to the sun. Washington’s northerly
latitude provides more than two additional
hours of sunlight a day versus Napa. Red
Mountain’s position at the south end of the
Yakima Valley means that, despite being one
of the warmest spots in Washington, nightly
cooling convective airflow creates a strong
diurnal temperature swing that preserves
acidity and freshness in the grapes.
Washington wine is unique in the world. We
combine root, soil and sun in ways that are
the envy of the wine world – a synthesis of
reliable vintages, beautiful fruit, deep complexity and brilliant age-worthiness. As we
bring our viticulture and winemaking into
sharper focus Washington is clearly poised
to take a starring role on the international
wine stage.

Cadence in the Press
Seattle Metropolitan Magazine

Top 100 Wines of the Year
Bel Canto 2010, Best of the Best
Camerata 2010, A Sense of Place
Wine & Spirits Magazine

100 Best Buys of the Year
Coda 2010

Upcoming Events
Saturday, November 2

Cadence Annual Open House, 11 to 5
Saturday, December 14

Holiday Open House, 1 to 5

Milestones
The milestones keep rolling along here at Cadence. With the 2010 vintage we hit two more
big ones - 12 years of Ciel du Cheval and 10 years of Bel Canto.
Bel Canto is all about our ongoing love affair with Cabernet Franc. Several events early in
our history conspired to place Franc in the fore of our thinking. Gaye and I tasted a barrel
of utterly sublime 1998 Zillah Cab
Franc that was among the best barrel samples we’d ever had. Stephen
Tanzer, in his Autumn 2000 review of our 1998 Spring Valley, said
“reminds me a little bit of Cheval
Blanc.” We had the opportunity to
taste multiple vintages of Cheval
Blanc and were completely smitten
by the power and finesse of that
great St. Emilion Cabernet Franc/
Merlot blend.
Our annual tasting of all barrels
in preparation for the vineyard
blending trials capped our love affair. The 2001 vintage gave us wonderful Cabernet Franc and Merlot
– so why not make a blend that
exemplified the best marriage of
both varieties? In 2001 Bel Canto
was a blend of the most harmonious barrels from all of our vineyard
sources. Bel Canto evolved in 2006
when a side by side test of a Cara
Mia Vineyard blend bested the
other vineyards. Since 2006 our
reserves have been exclusively from
our estate vineyard.

A Tale of Two Vintages

Tasting Notes Vintage 2010

HARVEST REPORT 2013 & 2010
2013 and 2010 could not have been more
different. Thermally, 2013 is easy to describe: Hot spring, hot summer, hot fall
(the temperatures only cooled a week or
more after our last fruit was harvested.)
2013 goes down behind 2003 as the second hottest Red Mountain vintage ever.
June and July were the hottest on record.
August temperatures were hot but without
the repeated 100+ degree days that occurred
in 2003. On the other hand, 2010 was the
coolest vintage since 1999 (We surely had no
idea what 2011 would bring). These diametrically opposed vintages required completely
different approaches to vineyard management and vinification. In 2010 we looked for
complete ripeness through a small crop load
and full sun exposure in the canopy. 2013 required medium crop loads to extend the ripening phase and enough canopy to provide
cooling shade to potentially sun-baked fruit.
In both vintages we were able to pick fruit
at optimal ripeness in the context of the vintage. There will be a marked difference in the
wine from the two years, but both vintages
will be clearly Cadence and clearly from their
vineyard of origin.
This newsletter marks the release of the
great 2010 vintage. Longtime Cadence fans
may remember or still have the beautiful ‘99
vintage tucked away in their cellars. 2010 is
similar but with more stuffing and another 11
years of vine age at Tapteil and Ciel! The vintage character is clear – this vintage is more
aromatically compelling than any previous
young Cadence vintage. All our bottlings
have exceptional aromatic complexity combined with energy, density, and grip. I think
these attributes can only occur when fruit is
not left overly long to hang in the vineyard,
and when combined with a cool vintage
yields a knockout combination. The good
news is that for those of you who like to pop
and pour, the 2010’s are drinking beautifully.
An hour long decant or many years in the
cellar only adds to the enjoyment.

Tapteil Vineyard 2010, Red Mountain
64% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Cabernet Franc,
14% Merlot
Tapteil Vineyard
R ED M O U NTAIN

2010

The nose bursts with red fruit and cinnamon bark. There are
ripe flavors of cherries and strawberries with a streak of dusty
minerality. The palate carries a riper feel to it than Ciel, not
in alcoholic weight but in the maturity of the fruit flavors. It is
broad shouldered and built for the long run with firm tannins
that will soften with a couple years of age.

Ciel du Cheval Vineyard 2010,
Red Mountain
Ciel du Cheval Vineyard
R ED M O U NTAIN

2010

39% Cabernet Franc, 33% Cabernet Sauvignon,
17% Petit Verdot, 11% Merlot
We’ve used the adage ‘iron fist in the velvet glove’ before, and
it applies perfectly to Ciel du Cheval Vineyard 2010. Ciel
presents a seamless whole from nose to finish; a package of
intense fruit, multiple layers of fruit and spice, velvety texture
and a long, long finish.

Camerata 2010, Red Mountain
76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 8% Merlot,
8% Cabernet Franc, 8% Petit Verdot
2010

Camerata

R E D M O U N TA I N

This brings a nose of spices – menthol, mint and anise – and
cherries. The palate is surprisingly dense and sweet but with
the lift of the vintage to counterbalance the silkiness and
intensity of the fruit. Today the tannins are buried in the
baby fat making this an incredibly enjoyable young bottle of
Cabernet.

Bel Canto 2010, Red Mountain

77% Cabernet Franc, 15% Merlot, 8% Petit Verdot
2010

Bel Canto

R E D M O U N TA I N

Honestly, I’d rather drink this wine than write a tasting note
for it. But here goes anyway. The nose is redolent of flowers,
minerals and fruit. There are layers upon layers to smell, and
the nose constantly evolves in the glass as the wine opens up.
The palate carries stunning intensity in a lithe frame. The
flavors lean towards cherries, berries and plums with spice and
menthol around the edges. Bel Canto finishes with super fine
tannins, velvety texture, and superb grip.

What’s Missing from this Newsletter?
The astute eye will notice there is no order form. We have redesigned
the Cadence website with beautiful new images of the vineyards and
winery photographed by Ben. Just as importantly we have included a
full, secure shopping cart for your ordering convenience.
Take a look at www.cadencewinery.com.

For those who prefer the old world style of a stamped envelope, a
printable order form can be found on the website. The new technology allows us to toy with the idea of starting a wine club membership
in the spring. We would likely feature a shipment of Coda and Coda
Rosé in the spring and a mixed case of Bel Canto, Camerata, Ciel du
Cheval and Tapteil in the fall. What do think? Let us know!

Annual Fall Release Open House
Save the date! Our 2013 Open House is coming
up on November 2nd, from 11am to 5pm.
Join us for a lovely selection of wine-friendly cheeses and charcuterie to
compliment our vintage 2010 offerings, barrel samples and library wines.

A New Look for Cadence
We’ve revamped our website and added
an option for on-line ordering.
Find us at www.cadencewinery.com
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Visit us at www.cadencewinery.com for other events and details

SAVE THE DATE! OPEN HOUSE NOVEMBER 2, 2013

